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Good news for technology and entertainment fans: 

Saturn now offers free delivery and connection of 

large appliances for two weeks 

 

Ingolstadt, 29.08.2016: A coffee machine for that Italian holiday 

feeling in the comfort of one’s own living room, a new washing 

machine or a large LED TV for those long film nights in the fall – 

technology fans always find just the right products at Saturn. 

Making these types of purchases is particular worthwhile before 

September 10, 2016, because Saturn will then deliver all of these 

appliances to your home free of charge. 

 

The bigger the wish, the more effort transporting it takes. Saturn now 

wants to make life easier for its customers: For two weeks, up until 

September 10, all purchases will be delivered to one’s home at no 

charge. This service offer is valid for all products purchased at the 

stores and the Saturn Online Shop. With online orders, Saturn will 

deliver free of charge to any desired address in Germany. If the 

purchase is made in the store, the goods will be delivered on the 

desired date within the respective delivery zone.   

 

Free delivery and expert advice 

Saturn technicians will hook up large appliances and take old 

appliances and the packaging along with them on request. In other 

words, nothing more stands in the way of acquiring new technology. 

After all, the experts would be happy to provide instructions on devices 

that require a more detailed explanation. So all those who immediately 

want to watch the latest season of their favorite series on a brand new 

LED TV or enjoy the first cup of coffee from the new coffee maker can 

look forward to the full service that Saturn is offering. 
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But Saturn customers can shop without having to do any heavy lifting 

the rest of the year too. Then they can opt for delivery, professional 

installation and connection at low fixed prices. This only shows that the 

small and big desires of technology and entertainment fans can be 

satisfied quite conveniently at Saturn – no matter what the occasion or 

the season. 

 

About Saturn 

Saturn stands for enthusiasm for technology and technical expertise. Founded in 1961, 

Saturn is today managed under the roof of Media-Saturn-Holding GmbH, Europe’s 

number one consumer electronics retailer, as an independent sales brand. Saturn 

currently operates 155 stores and employs around 9,000 people in Germany. 

Altogether, there are 199 Saturn stores in four European countries. Saturn stores are 

known for their attractive location, their comprehensive range of up to 100,000 

electronic products, extensive sales areas, expert advice, comprehensive service and 

consistently low prices. Furthermore, two Saturn Connect stores that present digital 

lifestyle products and services in prime downtown locations in Germany opened in 

Trier and Cologne in October 2015. Saturn complements its stationary business in 

Germany with its online shop www.saturn.de. As part of this multichannel strategy, 

Saturn customers benefit from the advantages of online shopping, as well as from the 

personal advice and services that the local stores offer. 
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